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Abstract
Parallel System programming requires sophisticated and cost-effective perfonnance estimation techniques for
successful development. Architectural Perfonnance Models. based on Architectural patterns, a component simulator
and a perfonnance analysis. are presented here as an approach to estirnating the perfonnance of parallel applications.
by obtaining the contribution to performance from their So.ftware Structure. This paper presents a brief introduction to
the Architectural Perfonnance Models. their development and use. and an experimental evaluation using a case study
in order to validate the accuracy of their estimations.
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1. lntroduction

Parallel Systerns Programming allows the exploitalion of a number of compuling resources performing
simultaneous aclivities to achieve a common objeclive. By its nature, Parallel Systerns Programming requires extra
ettort from the software developer, because of the increased complexity that comes from programming several
resources execuling simultaneously. Furthermore, as Parallel Systerns Programming is considered a means for
improving performance -viewed here as the reduclion of execulion time- the software design has to take into
account sophislicated and cost-etteclive praclices and techniques for performance measurement and analysis. In
particular, it is of great praclical interest to obtain performance data during the design stages and before
implementalion, since this enables the software developer to carefully choose the order and organization of
computalions and communicalions between components.

Such coDsideratioDs are amoDg the premises of the Architectural Performance Model. An Architectural
Performance Modet is based OD Architectural Patteros as descriptioDs of the Software Structure of parallel
prograrns, a compoDeDt simulator, and a performance analysis of parallel applicatioDs, executiDg OD the Parallel
Virtual MachiDe (P VM) standard (Geist et al., 1994).

The definition of Software Structure comes from the idea that the Software Architecture of a program can be
considered in terros of groups of components, which have a specific responsibility and different rate of change
during the program's lifetime. This idea was inspired by the concept of the " Layers of Change" (Brand, 1994). In

a previous paper, we have detined the groups of components as Software Site, Software Structure, Software Skin,
Software Services, Software Space Plan and Software Stuff (Ortega & Roberts, 1999b). For the purposes of the
present work, let us consicter only the definitions for Software Site and Software Structure: So.ftware Site is detined
as the set of software components associatect with hardware and software environment around the program.
So.ftware Structure is the set of components that represent the fundamental structural organization schema for
execution and communication. Finally, let us consicter as non-structural components all other groups that,
complementary to Software Site and Software Structure, detine the Software Architecture of a program.

In our opinion, the role that simulation techniques can play in parallel software development has not yet been fully
recognised. Simulation based methods and tools can help manage complexity of software development for parallel
systerns. In this cont.ext., the fundamental advantage of simulation is flexibility. Simulation methods and tools make
it possible to compare the behaviour of different Software Structures on the same hardware platform, to assess the
effect of different organizations, changes on components, or even to study the performance of a parallel program
on several existing, required, or hypothetical computing situations. Simulation methods and tools require neither
the oversimplifications which are commonly used to deal with complex hardware/software systems through
analytical models, nor the availability of fully developed software program. However, it should be noted that
accurate simulations are in general computationally expensive (Zelkowitz & Wallace, 1998).
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2. Architectural Performance Model

Architectural Performance Modelling is characterised by a low simulation overhead, thanks to the adoption of
models of program components which are at a higher level of abstraction. The parallel software programs
simulated using the Architectural Performance Model can range from a complete parallel program to a partially
impleIrented program design. The simulation of the whole system, using the available infornlation about hardware
and software, makes it possible to obtain estirnates of the parallel system performance.

The Architectural Performance Model combines components representing Software Structure along with
component simulator objects representing the intemal tasks performed by each component in the program.
Basically, a complete parallel software architecture consists of a Detwork of interconnected components. Each
component is simulated using a component simulator object, which has been implemented using a Markovian
generator kemel, giving estirnates of the component execution (Ortega & Roberts, 1999a). The component
simulator objects are conDected following the Architectural Pattem used to define the Software Structure, setting
up a kind of "scale-model" representative of the complete parallel software application. The effect of Software
Structure then can be taken into account by means of predefined components sharing the same physical medium,
which generate a given statistical contribution of the Software Structure to the performance of the parallel Software
Architecture.

2.1. Simulation

A typicaJ ArchitecturaJ Perfonnance Model simulation consists of the following phases:

l. The Software Structure modelling code is built with information from the Architectural patteffi. Code can be
supplied either as a cornplete parallel program or as a skeleton of code representing the structural relations
among cornponents. Component computations have been replaced by a component simulator that takes into
account the time parameters spent or required in the actual code, setting up a concurrent scale-model version
of the parallel program.

2. The simulation is perfonned by executing the scale-model program produc ed. A suitable number of
executions to record the events occurring in a specific point of the scale-model are obtained

3. The information on system performance produced during the simulation is examined As component
simulatofS produce a trace of program time execution in the form of processing, communicating and idling
time, it is also possible to collect more in-<iepth information about the parallel program behaviour and
system performance off-line. If the obtained performance is not satisfactory, changes to the Architectural
Performance Model can be applied, ranging from adding or substracting components, test for other
architectural patteros or configurations, or considering different hardware allocation strategies. This entails
repeating all the previous steps several times.

A point that is worth discussing in more detail is how a paraJlel program is modeIled by ArchitecturaJ Performance
Models. The paraJlel program behaviour is modeIled at task level by a set of component simulators, which model
the time of tasks executing on every component. For the sake of simulation accuracy, these simulators should
reproduce as closely as possible the distribution of sequence and timing of the ron-time requests expected from the
actuaJ program. A way to obtain this is to measure the execution time between comrnunications, and the time of
comrnunications themselves. The time parameters are then estirnates found by direct measurement under suitable
test conditions or through statisticaJ and/or anaJyticaJ models (Sötz, 1990; Smith & Williams, 1993; Foster, 1994).
Another possible approach relies on the examination of the source code, analysing the performance behaviour of
each task on the particular sequentiaJ or paraJlel computer where it will actuaJly be executed (Mo hr, 1990; Smith
& Williams, 1998).

2.2. The Basic Mathematical Model

A good performance model is able to explain available observations and predict future circurnstances, while
abstracting unimportant details. However, conventional computer system modelling techniques, which typically
involve detailed simulations of individual hardware components, introduce too many details to be of practical use
to parallel program designers. In this section, we introduce a performance modelling technique that provides an
intermediate level of detail. This technique is certainly not appropriate for all purposes: it is specialired for
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obtaining the perfonnance contribution of Software Structure. However, it can be proven useful for a wide range
of parallel design problems.

Let us define perfonnance of a parallel program as the time that elapses from when the flfSt component starts
executing on the problem to when the last component completes execution. Performance refers to the
responsiveness of the parallel system- the time required to respond to events, or the Dumber of events processed
in sorne time interval (Smith & Williams. 1993; Foster. 1994; Bass et al.. 1998). This definition is not entirely
adequate for all parallel computers. but it is sufficient for our actual purposes.

Traditionally, performance ffiodels considered for parallel programming specify a metric soch as execotion time
as a function of problem size, nomber of processors, nomber of tasks, and other algorithm and hardware
characteristics (Foster, 1994; Coller et al., 1997). However, for software modelling purposes, this performance
ffiodels can be simplified, assoming that during execotion, each software component is processing,
commonicating, or idling, as illostrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Space- Time View of a P VM parallel program of 6 software components.
Each component spends its time processing, communicating, or idling.

Let ~roc' ~omm ' and r;dle be the time spent processing, commonicating, and idling, respectively, on the ith

component. Hence, average total execotion time T can be dermed as the som of compotation, commonication, and
idle times on an arbitrary componentj (Foster, 1994; Coller et al., 1997),

j j jT = T proc + Tcomm + Tjdle

or as the sum of these times over all components divided by the number of components N,

1
T = N (T proc + T comm + Tidle)

~ N-I N-I N-I
1 i i j

T = -i~OTproc +i~ Tcomm +i~OTidle

The last definition is often more useful, since it is typically easier to determine the total execution time of a parallel
program in terros of the time spent computing, communicating, and idling of individual components.

As our goal is to obtain the Software Structure contribution to a parallel software performance, it is necessary to

develop a rnathernatical expression that specifles execution time as function of Software Structure and other

contributions. This models should be as simple as possible, while providing acceptable accuracy.

Let us consider that the total processing, communicating and idling times are the result of the contribution of all
the components of the parallel software architecture, which spend their time processing, communicating or idling.
Components are classified and grouped depending on their particular objective and their rate of change in the
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Software Architecture as Software Site, Software Structure, andthe rest as non-structural software components
(Ortega & Roberts, I.999b). The expression for total execution time can be presented in terros of these groups of
components as:

+ (T S;,e + T SIr + T NonSIr) comm + (T Sile + T SIr + T NonSIr) idle]

Rearranging terIDS, the total execution time for any parallel program is obtained as function of the three
conuibutions, as follows:

T = ~ [ (T proc + T comm + Tidle) Sile + (T proc + T comm + Tidle) SIr + (T proc + T comm + Tidle) NonSIr]

T = ~(TS;te + T SIr + T NonSIr)

Where T Sile ' T SIr' and T No/ISlr are respectively the contribution times of the Software Site, Software Structure,

and the non-structural components. According to this expression, the total execution time of a parallel program

contains contributions of each one of the groups of components. Our aim here is obtaining a close representation
of the contribution of Software Structure and the non-structural components, and verify their use for a total

estimation of performance by experimentation.

3. Experimentation

The Architectural Pelformance Models for pelformance estimation is based on the assumption that contributions
to the total execution time of a parallel program due to Software Site, Software Structure and non-structural
components are independent from each other from. Therefore, the average contribution of Software Structure
depends exclusively on the structural organization scherna for execution and communication, and can be obtained
by experimentation. However, in order to develop the experiments, let us consider the following assumptions to
reduce model complexity .

The simulation model is based on the Parallel Virtual Machine {P VM) standard {Geist et al., 1994).
Therefore, low-Ievel hardware details such as rnemory hierarchies and the topology of processor
interconnection network are considered to be solved by the P VM environment.

Scale analysis is osed to identify insigoificant effects that can be ignored in the analysis. For example. if a
program consists of an ioitialization step followed by several thoosand iterations of compotations, and if
ioitialization is very expensive. then we consider only the compotation step in oor analysis.

Empirical studies are used to calibrate simple component models rather than developing more complex
models from first principles.

Experimentation using execution-driven simulation seems to be the option to detennine the effectiveness of om
approach. Execution-driven simulation is the recommended option when program execution time has no simple
dependence on input data, which seems to be the case of Software Structure. In execution-driven simulation, every
parall el program task is modeIled by a component simulator containing aparameters obtained from actual
execution of the real parallel program. During the simulation, the parallel program is actually executed (i.e., it is
not simulated). Nevertheless, the behaviour of the Software Structure -communications and interconnections
organization -and the non-structural components are still simulated. Finally, the execution times measured from
the real program and those obtained from the simulation are compared. In order to observe the contribution of
Software Structme, changes adding or substracting components are made in both, real program and simulation,
comparing results. To confirm the accuracy of our approach based on obtaining of Software Structure contribution
in concurrence, other group of executions and simulations are performed, maintaining Software Structure
unchanged, but modifying the hardware, airning to verify the accuracy of this method for different parallel
hardware configurations.
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3.1. A Case Study: The Polygon Overlay Problem

In order to illustrate how experimentation has been carried out to verify the accuracy of the Architectural
Performance Model approach, an example based on the Polygon Overlay Problem (Wilson & Lu, 1996) is used
This section briefly describes the problem and a solution proposed (Winder et al. 1996), based on the Manager and
Workers Architectural pattem (Ortega & Roberts, 1998).

The Problem
Suppose we have t wo maps, A and B. Each map covers the same area, and is decomposed into a set of non-
overlapping rectangular polygons (Figure 2). Our aim is to overlay the maps, that is, to create a new map consisting
of the non-empty polygons in the geometric intersection of A and B. This is a common problem that frequently
arises in geographical information systerns, in which the flfst map might represent soil type and the second,
vegetation. Their overlay shows how combinations of soil type and vegetation are distributed.

+
Figure 2. Example of Polygon Overlay.

In the general case, polygoDs in the original maps may be non-convex; their overlay may then contain polygoDs
which consist of ffiultiple disjoint patches. This is often dealt with by representing each non-convex polygon as the
union of two or ffiore convex polygoDs. A post-processing stage then re-Iabels disjoint patches which are to be
treated as a single polygon. However, in order to Siffiplify this problem, it is required that all polygoDs be non-
empty rectangles, with vertices on a rectangular integer grid [0...N]X[O...M]. It is also required that input maps
have identical extents, that each be coffipletely covered by its rectangular decOffiposition, and that the data
structures representing the maps be small enough to fit into physical ffieffiory .It is not required that the output map
to be sorted, although all of the input maps used in this example are usually sorted by lower-Ieft comer (Wilson &
Lu, 1996).

The Solution
A typical parallel programming approach for this sort of problem is to built a Manager -Workers system. We have
a set of workers which do the actual polygon overlaying, a manager that, on request, gives pieces of work to the
workers. Once processing is finished, the manager is sent the results by the workers (Winder et al., 1996). The
communication pattern among the active objects, using an architectural notation proposed by Bennett (1997), is
shown in Figure 3. The manager and workers are all made active objects.

Figure 3. Architectural representation for the Manager and Workers pattern.
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Let the two input maps be called M 1 and M2. The solution goes through all the polygons belonging to M l, and for

each one of theffi, the goal is to find all the intersections with any polygon in M 2. The key to efficiency is to limit

the part of M 2 that has to be looked at to find these overlaps (Winder et al. , 1996).

3.2. Experirnentation Results

Arter carrying out the steps to obtain the Architectural Performance Model, both event-driven simulation and real
program are executed concurrently on a single processor, and measured for different component configurations
modifying the number of workers. The performance behaviour in terros of average total execution times measured
in the real program and estirnated by the simulation program, considering different number of worker components,
are presented in Table l.

Real A verage
Execution Time

(seconds)

Nomber of
Workers

Simulation

(seconds)

1 25.317 17.387

2 16.183 8.499

3 13.260 5.661

4 12.147 4.443

5 12.597 3.529

Table I: Real and simulated average total execution times in concurrent execution

Notice that simulated times reflect a similar trend to the measurements on the real execulion. The tendency can be
observed more clearly in Figure 4, which shows the average execulion characterislic for both real and simulation

programs.

Figure 4. A verage execution characteristic for real and simulation
programs in concurrent execution

Now, observing the difference between the partial results, let us consider the following:

The total times obtaioed from measuring the processing, communicatiog and idliog times of the real program
is composed of all three cootributioos from Software Site, Software Structure and ooo-structural
compooents. Thus, the expressioo for the total execution time for the real program remaios as:

T Real = T Sile + T SIr + T NonSIr
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The total times obtained from the even-driven simulation are numerically representative only for the non-
structural components contribution, whose distribution is affected by the Software Structure, but they do not
account for its contribution. Thus, the expression for the total execution time considering the values from the
event-driven simulation covers only the contributions from Software Site and non-structural components, as
follows:

TSim = TSite+TNollStr

.Both, event-driven simulation and real program were executed using exactly the same hardware and
environment resources, so we can assume that the time due to Software Site component contribution is the
same for both executions. Substracting from the expression for total execution time in the real program the
obtained event-driven simulation values, the following is obtained:

T Real- T Sim = (T Sile + T SIr + T NonSIr) -(T Sile + T NonSIr)

= (T Sile + T SIr + T NonSlr- T Sile -T NonSIr)

T Real- T Sim = T SIr

This expression means that it is possible to obtain the estirnation of the contribution due to the Software Structure
for each configuration in concurrent execution by directly substracting the simulation times from the real execution
times. Table 2 shows the estirnations of the Software Structure contribution in the concurrent case for different
number of components.

Number or
Workers

Software Structure
contribudon

1 7.929

2 7.684

3 7.599

4 7.705

5 9.068

Table 2: &timated Software Structure contribution in concurrent execution

Now, using the Software Structure and non-structural contributions from the scale-model, it is possible to obtain
estimations of total execution times for different parallel variations of the program. Software Site is changed for
each case, while Software Structure and non-structural components are kept unchanged. In order to corroborate
and evaluate the accuracy of the Architectural Performance Model, the estimations are compared with the actual
average total execution times, obtained from executing and measuring several times the real program. For each
case, the percentage of error is calculated, as shown in Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

SoCtware
Structure

contribution

(seconds)

Simulated
Non-structural

contribution

(seconds)

Real Average

Execution

Time

(seconds)

Total

Estimation

(seconds)

Percentage or
Error

Nomber ar
Processars

7.929 17.387 25.317 25.317 0%1

2 3.965 8.293 12.258 15.471 20.77%

Table 3: Estimated and real execution times for a Software Structure with I manager and I worker
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Table 4: Estirnated and real execution times for a Software Structure with I manager and 2 workers

Real Average

Execution

Time

(seconds)

Software
Structure

contribution

(seconds)

Simulated

Non-structural

contribution

(seconds)

Total

Estirnadon

(seconds)

Nomber or
Processors

Percentage of
Error

39.780 39.780 0%22.796 16.984

19.549 22.354 12.55%2 11.398 8.151

13.057 14.362 9.09%3 7.599 5.458

4.160 9.859 15.463 36.24%4 5.699

Table 5: Estimated and real execution times for a Software Structure with I manager and 3 workers

Real Average

Execution

Time

(seconds)

Software
Structure

contribution
(seconds)

Simulated
Non-structural

contribution
(seconds)

Total
Estirnadon

(seconds)

Percentage or
Error

Nurnber or
Processors

48.590 48.590 0%1 30.818 17.772

23.118 26.603 10.84%2 15.409 8.309

15.922 0.02%3 10.273 5.647 15.919

4.159 11.863 12.004 1.17%4 7.705

3.3605 9.524 14.582 34.69%5 6.164

Table 6: Estirnated and real execution times for a Software Sttucture with I manager and 4 workers

Software
Structure

contribudon

(seconds}

Simulated
Non-structural

contribution

(seconds)

Real Average

Execution

Time

(seconds)

Total
Estirnadon

(seconds)

Percentage of
Error

Nurnber ar
Processars

62.983 62.983 0%I 45.340 17.643

31.582 36.73 14.01%2 22.670 8.912

22.688 7.27%3 15.113 5.926 21.039

22.572 29.96%11.335 4.475 15.8104

12.669 15.923 20.44%5 9.068 3.600

10.554 15.869 33.49%6 7.556 2.998

Table 7: Estirnated and real execution times for a Software Structure with I manager and 5 workers
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The comparisons between the total estimation (obtained from adding Software Structure estirnated contribution
and non-structural simulated contribution) and the real average execution times for case are shown in Figure 5.

(a) One manager and one worker (b) One manager and two workers

\ SI

~.

«1.

13J.

~

:!1-

10.

o.

-+-RealA..rrage
E..culion Time

--Totel EetimoliGn

1,"",--- -

2 3 4

Proce_1S

5

(c) One manager and three workers (d) One managerandjour workers

(e) One manager andfive workers

Figure S. Comparisons between the total estimation and real average execution time for each different
Software Structure case

4. Surnmary and Conclusions

In summary , the Architectural Performance Model approach makes it possible to simulate a parallel application
program by combining initial information about its Software Structure and time pararneters of its components. The
Software Structure of a complete parallel software program consists of a network of components, connected in the
form of an Architectural pattem. The component time behaviour is simulated by a component simulator object that
has been implemented using a Markovian generator kemel, giving estirnates of the execution of each component
based on parameters of different distributions that represent its time behaviour. The effect of Software Structure
then can be taken into account by ffieans of predefined components, concurrently sharing the same physical
medium, which indirectly generate a given statistical contribution of the Software Structure to the performance of
the parallel software architecture. The Architectural Performance Model, then, can be seen as a kind of scale-model
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which represents the complete parallel software application time behaviour .

The estimation of the perfonnance of a parallel program using Architectural Perfonnance Modets is based on the

following basic assumptions:

The Software Architecture of the program can be expressed in terros of Software Site components, Software
Structure components and non-structural components. Eacb group of components provides an independent
contribution to the total perforrnance of the parallel program.

The Software Structure contribution depends exclusively on the fundamental organisation of components

and connections, expressed in the form of an Architectural pattem.

Non-structural components behaviour is simulated using a component simulator that exhibits an average

execution time for each component.

The Architectural Perfonnance Model uses information of both the Architectural pattem and simulation time
parameters to estimate contributions of both structural and non-structural components respectively during
concurrent execution. This information can be used in the performance analysis to obtain good estimations
of the performance of a complete or partially developed parallel program for several different hardware and

software variations.

The Architectural Performance Modet is presented here as an approach to approxirnately estirnate in anisolated
form the contribotion of Software Structure to the performance of a Parallel Software Architecture. This
information rnay serve in the future as a rnethod to evaloate performance between different Software Structores.
For example, in the case study presented, the performance contribotion of a Software Structure based on the
Manager and Workers Architectural pattem is estirnated for structural variations, reflecting that the contribotion
of Software Structure oscillated between 31.32% and 71.98% of the total avecage execotion time. Even thoogh
there is a large difference between these valoes, this information can be osed effectively as an approximation
window to estirnate the probable performance of systerns sharing the same Software Structure, and compare with
other probable program solotions which rnay ose other Software Structures.

The results of the evaluation tests of all our performance estimations have been particularly encouraging.
Architectural Perforrnance Models led to tigures that in the avecage case were more than 12.41% and, in the worst
case, about 36.24% different from those obtained by running the actual program on the real computing
environment. Furthermore, using the component simulator in a concurrent execution results efficient due to the
scale-model simulation speed is too high to be compared to the execution rate of the actual program on a single

processor.

Unfortunately, the ease of use of Architectural Performance Models is not equally satisfactory .The construction
of the scale-model code is not easy and requires a sufficient degree of familiarity with the component simulator

itself. Furthermore, setting up the component simulator parameters is a time-consurning task. These activities,

perhaps, lend themselves to be automated by a software tool.
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